1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a life-long neurodevelopmental condition, is clinically diagnosed based on its socio-behavioral characteristics which include impaired social communication and interaction, and repetitive behavior and restricted interests. Efforts to understand this developmental condition have focused on characterizing any accompanying age-related neuro-pathophysiology. Clinical pathophysiological investigations have utilized neuroimaging techniques, in particular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to examine neurodevelopmental parameters ([@bb0940]). Some of the parameters previously investigated with MRI include total brain volume, gray and white matter volume, cortical thickness, cortical surface area, cortical volume, as well as structure and volume of specific cerebral regions of interest in ASD, including those of the cerebellum and hippocampi ([@bb0155; @bb0265; @bb0870]). However, no single study has investigated all of these neuroanatomical parameters in a single ASD cohort. Additionally, studies that investigated multiple parameters are often limited by a small sample size or a poorly matched group of typically-developing participants.

Studies investigating brain volume have reported that in ASD the brain undergoes an abnormal short overgrowth in early postnatal life, which is followed by growth arrest in later childhood ([@bb0800; @bb0270; @bb0465]). More recently, this model has been challenged, as it appears that this is a finding due to only a small percentage of children who later develop autism ([@bb0045; @bb0795]). Nevertheless, since age-related differences in brain volume could be attributed to abnormal maturation of the cerebral cortex ([@bb0780]), specific effort has been directed toward understanding cortical anatomy and development. Cortical development can be assessed via three inter-related morphometric components: cortical volume (CV), cortical thickness (CT), and surface area (SA). Since CV, by definition, is a product of CT and SA, it does not inherently provide a distinct piece of information about neuronal organization ([@bb0345]). On the other hand, CT and SA are each believed to result from different progenitor cells and, therefore, reflect distinct neuro-organizational processes. Namely, CT is a product of intermediate progenitor cells, which divide in the subventricular zone and produce neurons ([@bb0210; @bb0750]); whereas SA is shaped by radial-unit progenitor cells, which divide in the periventricular area and dictate the number of radial units ([@bb0210; @bb0750]).

In addition to cortical structural differences, cerebellar abnormality is frequently seen including an increase in white matter in young children with ASD, and decrease in gray matter in mid-to-late adolescents with ASD ([@bb0025]).

Cerebral anatomical changes have elicited interest in functionally-connected subcortical structures in the limbic system, and particularly in the hippocampi, caudate, putamen, and thalamus. Inconsistency is apparent in the literature on hippocampal volume in children with ASD and youth. While some studies have reported an increase in volume ([@bb0860; @bb0420]), others have found no change ([@bb0700]) or even a decrease in volume ([@bb0070]). Alterations have also been found in the caudate, which has been reported to be increased in volume in adolescents and adults with ASD ([@bb0815; @bb0155; @bb0675; @bb0875]). The putamen, has been reported to be decreased in volume in ASD independently of age ([@bb0675]). Finally, the thalamus, has been found to be volumetrically decreased in ASD children ([@bb0940; @bb0355]).

The current study provides a comprehensive examination across age of the neurodevelopment in children with ASD between the ages of 4 and 18 years by examining the structural changes of the cortex, cerebellum, hippocampi, thalamus, striatum, pallidum, and thalamus using MRI. The results from the ASD cohort are compared with those obtained from typically-developing (Control) children who were carefully matched for age and sex (using propensity score matching), to provide a more complete and accurate picture of the neurodevelopmental patterns in ASD and how they may differ from Control children.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

This study was approved by The Hospital for Sick Children Research Ethics Board and conducted in accordance with its guidelines. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants and/or their parent(s).

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Three-hundred and seventy eight child participants between the ages of 4 and 18 were initially recruited to the study through Autism Ontario, recruitment in the local community, flyers posted at the hospital, as well as through the Province of Ontario Neurodevelopmental Disorders Network (POND). Of these, 280 were typically developing controls and 194 participants fulfilled the DSM-IV clinical diagnostic criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The ASD diagnosis was supported by the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule --- General (ADOS-G) ([@bb0620]) and/or the Autism Diagnosis Interview --- Revised (ADI-R) ([@bb0615]). Control participants were excluded if they were born preterm, or had a history of psychiatric illness, concussion or learning disabilities. The Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) was also administered to 96% of the Control and 93% of the ASD group participants. Only children with ASD who could cooperate and lie still for the MRI session could be included (we use no sedation in our studies); thus this resulted in the inclusion of only high-functioning children with ASD.

Nearest-neighbor matching of remaining (117) ASD to (261) Control participants was then carried out using Propensity Score Matching technique ([@bb0485]). Propensity score was calculated as the probability of a subject being assigned to a particular group, given their age and sex (i.e. their observed covariates). Such matching mimics randomization by creating a sample of ASD subjects comparable on observed covariates to a sample of Control subjects. One-to-two matching of ASD-to-Control participants was conducted, yielding a smaller but carefully matched group of 138 Control participants (116 males and 22 females) and 72 ASD participants (61 males and 11 females), i.e. 210 children in total for which the age and sex covariate values were the closest. Statistical analysis was then carried out on this group of matched participants.

2.2. MRI acquisition {#s0020}
--------------------

Participants were scanned on a 3 T Siemens Trio MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Tim Trio, Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil, using a T1-weighted 3D sagittal magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence. This sequence provided 1 mm isotropic voxels, a FOV of 192 × 240 × 256 mm with a 240 × 256 matrix, 192 slices, and TR/TE/TI/FA = 2300 ms/2.96 ms/900 ms/9°. During image acquisition, children watched a movie of their choice using MR compatible goggles and earphones, and their heads were stabilized with foam padding to restrict motion.

2.3. Image processing {#s0025}
---------------------

### 2.3.1. Cortical analysis {#s0030}

All MR images were processed with the CIVET pipeline ([@bb1060]), which linearly registers MRIs into a common 3-dimensional space, corrects for RF inhomogeneity artifacts ([@bb0245; @bb0900]), and classifies cortical regions according to their physiological category; gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid ([@bb1060]). This classification is initially conducted using discrete tag points, and is then improved upon by use of partial volume information for the different tissue classes ([@bb0550]). The surfaces of the gray and white matter are then produced through the Constrained Laplacian Anatomical Segmentation using Proximities (CLASP) method, as explained by [@bb0550]. These are used in computing the cortical surface area (SA). Expanding the white matter surfaces until they reach the gray matter or cerebrospinal fluid surface boundary then allows for a more accurate identification of gray and white matter surface boundary ([@bb0550]), and creates 4 surfaces (2 per hemisphere) of 40,962 vertices each. These surfaces are registered to the MNI ICBM152 surface template, which allows for a group-wise statistical comparison. The distance between surface boundaries is thereafter used to compute the cortical thickness (CT), and together with SA, it is utilized in computing the cortical volume (CV) ([@bb0595; @bb0535]). An analysis of CT was conducted both through a vertex-based analysis of all 81,924 vertices, as well as with a region-based analysis of 78 brain regions, as segmented using the AAL atlas ([@bb0980]). Mean CT was calculated by summing CTs of all AAL regions and dividing by the number of regions.

### 2.3.2. Cerebellar and subcortical analysis of the hippocampus, striatum, pallidum, and thalamus {#s0035}

Segmentation of the cerebellum, hippocampi, striatum, pallidum, and thalamus in all subjects was carried out using the Multiple Automatically Generated Templates (MAGeT) algorithm ([@bb0190]). This algorithm uses five accurately and manually segmented atlases for the cerebellum and the hippocampi, and one accurately manually segmented atlas for the striatum, pallidum, and thalamus ([@bb0705; @bb1030; @bb0190]). It then generates multiple anatomical segmentations of representative "template" images; i.e. 11 MR images that were selected such that together they spanned the entire age-range. This is attained through pair-wise registration of each template MR image to each of the atlases, which yields a template library consisting of five labeled candidate segmentations per structure. Each subject brain is then registered to these templates. The most frequently occurring segmentation label at each voxel is retained, yielding a more accurate final anatomical segmentation. This is known as a "voxel voting" procedure ([@bb0240]). The relative volume of cerebellar structures was calculated by dividing their absolute volumes by the total cerebellar volume. For all cerebrum structures, the relative volume was calculated by dividing their volumes by the total cerebrum volume, as computed through the sum of the gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid volumes in CIVET.

Each atlas identified subregions within the anatomical structure of interest and in each brain hemisphere. The cerebellar atlas segmented out the following 13 cerebellar regions: lobules 1--2, lobule 3, lobule 4, lobule 5, lobule 6, Crus 1, Crus 2, lobule 7b, lobule 8a, lobule 8b, lobule 9, lobule 10, and white matter ([@bb0705]). In the case of the hippocampi, the following 5 subfields were identified: CA1, subiculum, CA4/dentate gyrus, CA2/3, and stratum radiatum/lacunosum/moleculare ([@bb1030]). Finally, the atlas for the basal ganglia divided the region into the thalamus, globus pallidus, caudate, and putamen. Subregions in the right and left hemisphere were summed, and the combined volume was used in the data analysis.

### 2.3.3. Statistical analysis {#s0040}

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the ROI-wise dependence of CT, SA, CV, cerebellar and subcortical volumes on sex, group, age, and age-range, along with group-by-age and group-by-age-range interactions. Age-range parameter was set to either "childhood" or "adolescence", roughly corresponding to 4--11 and 12--18 years, respectively. Age was used as a continuous parameter to which a natural spline was applied with varying degrees of freedom. This spine fit yielded a linear, quadratic, or cubic fit with age. These three fits were then compared with an ANOVA and the one that resulted in a significant improvement in fit (p \< 0.05) was used for that imaging metric ANOVA analysis along with the other demographic parameters in the model.

In the analysis, multiple comparisons were accounted for through the False Discovery Rate (FDR) technique applied to each ANOVA comparison ([@bb0115]). This technique was also used to correct the results of the vertex-based CT analysis. FDR values are quoted along with the results. Only FDR values equal to or less than 10% were considered significant. The exact FDR values are also included with each result. T-statistics maps of vertex-based cortical thickness were generated by centering age 4 years apart, at 8, 12, and 16 years. The maps showing the most change are included in the results for a visual illustration of the group and group-by-age effects.

Data values are reported in the form mean ± standard deviation. Bar plots show the mean with an error bar corresponding to the 95% confidence interval. Histograms are included to show the distribution of the data and contain a cross (+) with a vertical line corresponding to the mean, and a horizontal line corresponding to the standard error of the mean.

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

3.1. Demographic parameters {#s0050}
---------------------------

Age groups and IQ data are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} below. A detailed breakdown of ADOS total scores and IQ by age-range is included in [Table 2](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material section.

Age groups and IQ data are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} below. A detailed breakdown of ADOS total scores and IQ by age-range is included in Table 2 in the Supplementary Material section.

3.2. Cortical parameters {#s0055}
------------------------

Analysis of whole-brain volume revealed both a group effect, and a group-by-age effect. As depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, males with ASD have a significantly smaller brain volume compared with the Control males (FDR = 1%); a difference that was not observed between the females in the ASD and Control groups. While brain volume appeared to increase linearly with age for the Control participants, it followed a parabolic trend with a peak around 12 years of age for the ASD participants. Separation of males and females in this analysis revealed that this trend was mainly dictated by the males with ASD. White matter volume was found to be slightly increased (FDR = 10%) in males with ASD compared with Control males, while the opposite trend was found for the females with ASD compared with the Control females. Gray matter volume was also found to be slightly increased in participants with ASD compared with Controls, independently of sex (FDR = 10%). Neither mean cortical thickness nor total surface area was significantly different between the two groups, as depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. No group-by-sex interaction effect was found in any of the cortical parameters.

A significant group-by-age-range difference in thickness was found in two cortical regions: the left orbitofrontal cortex and left posterior cingulate gyrus. These results are depicted in the F-statistics map shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, along with corresponding graphs of cortical thickness as a function of age-range and study-group. In both cases the cortical thickness of Control participants significantly decreased between childhood and adolescence period. However, this trend was not observed in the participants with ASD, whose cortical thickness remained roughly unaltered with age.

None of the cortical regions significantly differed by group, group-by-age, and group-by-sex in the vertex-based analysis of cortical thickness.

3.3. Subcortical volumes {#s0060}
------------------------

### 3.3.1. Hippocampi {#s0065}

Volumetric analysis of the hippocampi revealed group differences in the left hippocampus. These differences were significant only when volume was computed as percentage of total brain volume and not as absolute volume. Specifically, in absolute volume the left hippocampus was found to occupy 2418 ± 252 mm^3^ in the Control group, and a statistically similar volume of 2384 ± 248 mm^3^ in the ASD group. However, in relative volume it occupied 0.082 ± 0.007% in Control children but 0.079 ± 0.007% in children with ASD (FDR = 10%). Group differences were also found for the relative volume of the stratum radiatum, which was found to be significantly larger for the Control children 0.038 ± 0.004% compared with the children with ASD 0.036 ± 0.004% (FDR = 1%). When computed as absolute volume, there was no significant group difference: the stratum radiatum occupied 1115 ± 133 mm^3^ in the average Control brain, and 1083 ± 131 mm^3^ in the average ASD brain.

Both the right (FDR = 15%) and left (FDR = 10%) hippocampi had a group-by-sex effect caused by the females with ASD having a smaller relative volume (R: 0.078 ± 0.003%, L: 0.077 ± 0.005%) compared with males with ASD (R: 0.082 ± 0.007%, L: 0.080 ± 0.007%) and compared with the Control females (R: 0.083 ± 0.006%, L: 0.083 ± 0.004%) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, there was a group-by-sex difference in the relative volume of the subiculum, which occupied 0.023 ± 0.002% of the total brain of males with ASD, but only 0.022 ± 0.002% of the total brain of females with ASD (FDR = 10%). A similar drop in relative volume of females with ASD was noted in hippocampal region CA1; while it occupied 0.045 ± 0.003% in females with ASD, it occupied a significantly larger relative volume of 0.048 ± 0.004% in the Control females. These results are summarized in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}.

### 3.3.2. Thalamus and basal ganglia {#s0070}

The relative volumes of both the thalamus and globus pallidus (GP) were significantly smaller in participants with ASD (thalamus: 0.443 ± 0.030%; GP: 0.104 ± 0.008%) compared with Controls (thalamus: 0.456 ± 0.034%; GP: 0.108 ± 0.009%), independent of sex or age effects (FDR = 1--5%). Group-by-sex effects were only found for the absolute volumes of the GP; however, those differences lost significance when total brain volume was taken into account. No other structure showed statistical significance in relative or absolute volume, and no group-by-age effect existed for any of the basal ganglia structures. These results are summarized in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}.

### 3.3.3. Cerebellum {#s0075}

A group effect was only noted in the relative volume of Crus I which was significantly larger in the ASD (19.59 ± 1.40%) than Control participants (19.15 ± 1.43%, FDR = 5%). Group-by-age interaction effects were found for the relative volumes of lobules 1--2, and 3, and the right and left cerebellum. The age-trend of lobule 1--2 was best described by a quadratic fit and shows a drop in relative volume at 11 years of age in the ASD group. A similar trend was found for the left cerebellum, but only for the males with ASD compared with the Control males. The right cerebellum also followed a quadratic trend, but opposite in shape and having a peak in relative volume at 11 years of age. In all of these cases, the Control group trend described a linear curve without a prominent peak or drop at any specific age. The relative volume of lobule 3 followed a linear trend which showed a lower relative volume for the ASD group in childhood until 11 years of age, followed by a larger relative volume in adolescence ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

A group-by-sex interaction was found to affect the relative volumes of lobules 8b and 10. In both cases the difference was caused by the females with ASD who exhibited a significantly smaller relative volume in lobule 8b (4.27 ± 0.54%), but a significantly larger relative volume in lobule 10 (1.07 ± 0.14%) compared with the males with ASD (lobule 8: 5.02 ± 0.74%, lobule 10: 0.98 ± 0.11%) and Control females (lobule 8: 4.87 ± 0.54%, lobule 10: 1.03 ± 0.08% --- [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, a sex effect was found for the absolute volume of the cerebellum, which was smaller in females (111, 952 ± 12, 828 mm^3^) compared with males (121, 668 ± 12, 562 mm^3^), independently of group ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Discussion {#s0080}
=============

The currently available literature lacks a comprehensive investigation of the cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar anatomy of children and adolescents with ASD. The present study provides an extensive investigation of neurodevelopmental patterns by analyzing total brain volume, cortical surface area, cortical thickness, volume of the hippocampi, cerebellum, and basal ganglia, as well as their sub-structures in a single ASD cohort from early childhood through adolescent years (ages 4--18 years). We found a number of atypical brain changes with age in the participants with ASD compared with the matched Controls. Brain volume, lobe-based cortical thickness, the hippocampi, cerebellum, thalamus, and globus pallidus were found to be different between the two groups.

In the case of total brain volume, while that of the Control participants gradually increased between the ages of 4 and 18 years, those of the participants with ASD showed early overgrowth: in childhood volume increased at a faster rate such that volume peaked in early adolescence (age \~ 11 years). This peak was followed by a gradual decrease in volume in adolescence, which is similar to reports from other studies of teenage ([@bb0630; @bb0940]) and of adult participants with ASD ([@bb0265]). When the data were separated by sex, it became evident that this trend was driven by the males with ASD. Despite following a similar trend, the females with ASD do not differ significantly from the Control females in total cerebral volume. This is a novel finding which should draw attention to the differences between brain development in males and females with ASD. However, since the majority of previous ASD studies focused exclusively on the developmental trajectories of ASD males, there is limited data to support whether the lack of difference between ASD and Control females is real, or whether it is due to the small number of female participants. Future studies focusing on females with ASD may elucidate this ambiguity. Independent of age, males with ASD have an enlarged total cerebral volume compared with their Control counterparts. No difference was observed between the females in the ASD and Control groups in terms of total cerebral volume with or without age as a covariate. However, the significant volumetric difference in males stresses the need for reporting cerebral volumes relative to total brain volume when comparing the average brain in the ASD and Control study groups.

Lobe-based cortical thickness also differed between the groups; unlike the Control group which showed a significant thickness decrease between childhood and adolescence, the ASD group maintained approximately the same thickness throughout these two developmental periods. A similar trend was observed in specific cortical structures: the left orbitofrontal cortex and left posterior cingulate. This reduced age-related cortical thinning was also reported by [@bb0330]. Similarly, Raznahan et al. (2010) found that in regions showing a group-by-age interaction, there was no decrease in thickness with age in the participants with ASD, as that seen in the Controls ([@bb0785]). The use of a broader age range with many more adult participants, particularly in Raznahan\'s study (age range: 10--65 years) may hinder a proper comparison with our findings. A contradicting observation was made by Hardan et al. who found an overall increase in cortical thickness across lobes when using data from ASD- and age-matched Control-group children aged 8--12 years ([@bb0435]). Nonetheless, in that study thickness was averaged across all lobes and age was not used as a covariate, rendering it difficult to infer whether their data contained any age-related variations. By carrying out an analysis of mean cortical thickness as well as lobe-specific cortical thickness as a function of age throughout childhood and adolescence periods we were able to more accurately capture age-related variations.

Our analysis showed no group difference in surface area. This is consistent with results from previous studies on ASD and age-matched Control participants between the ages of 12--64 years (mean age = 34) ([@bb0785]), 6--15 years (mean age = 11) ([@bb0630]), and 12--23 years ([@bb0995]). Only a few contradicting observations have been reported. For example, a study comparing participants with ASD between the ages of 7 and 25 years with age- and IQ-matched Controls found a reduction in surface area in the right anterior cingulate gyrus, right medial orbitofrontal and rostral middle frontal lobe, as well as the left temporal pole ([@bb0345]). However, these results were obtained with a vertex-based approach, which yields localized detail that is not easily comparable to the averaging method we used in the lobule-based approach to surface area analysis. In our analysis we also found no significant group-by-age interaction effect on surface area, in agreement with other lobule-based studies on participants with ASD ranging from 10 to 60 years of age ([@bb0785]) and those ranging from 2--5 years of age ([@bb0795]) and their age-matched Control participants. Contradicting observations of positive group-by-age differences have been reported primarily by studies using a vertex-based analysis, such as by [@bb0345] and [@bb0630]. However, the latter study was limited in terms of the number of participants and compared only 25 participants with ASD with 63 Controls.

In our subcortical analysis we found that independent of age and sex, the ASD group had reduced relative volume of the left hippocampus, in hippocampal stratum radiatum. This result is consistent with the role that the hippocampus plays in associative memory and information integration; functions that are known to be impaired in ASD. Impact to the left hippocampus, in particular, implies alteration to verbal memory function ([@bb0805]), as is the case in patients with ASD ([@bb0080]). The volumetric decrease could be due to a decline in the number of synaptic receptors ([@bb0665]), a structural abnormality that was found to occur in the stratum radiatum of a mouse model of ASD ([@bb0150]) that relies on the SHANK3-gene deficiency associated with this disorder ([@bb0140]). Our observations also correlate with a study by Aylward et al. who noted a total reduction in relative hippocampal volume in 11--37 year-old autistic subjects compared with their age-, gender-, and IQ-matched controls ([@bb0070]). Another report of decreased hippocampal volume is available in the literature ([@bb0495]); however, it is unclear whether this study corrected for total brain volume. Nicolson et al. evaluated hippocampal volume in 6--16 year-old ASD and age-matched Control participants, and also confirmed a relative reduction in volume ([@bb0680]). Yet, this reduction only existed in the right hippocampus, while no significant differences were noted in the left hippocampus. Additional divergent findings are in the literature, with some reporting an increase in hippocampal volume ([@bb0090; @bb0860; @bb0420]), while others reporting no difference compared with controls ([@bb0735; @bb0475; @bb0700]). The lack of consistent results could be due to heterogeneous diagnosis criteria, inclusion and exclusion criteria, age distribution of the tested cohort, and imaging techniques in various studies.

Our observation of reduced relative volume of the thalamus and globus pallidus in the participants with ASD could contribute to disturbed regulation of the sensory and motor systems ([@bb0110]), which are known to be impaired in ASD ([@bb0670]). A similar observation of reduced thalamic volume in ASD was reported by Tamura et al. (2010), using an adult cohort ([@bb0945]). A later study by Estes et al. also demonstrated a volumetric decrease in the thalamus and globus pallidus of 4-year-old children with ASD ([@bb0355]). These results indicate a potential association between the morphological findings and the behavioral correlates in ASD.

In the case of the cerebellum, we found a significant group effect only for Crus I, which was significantly larger in ASD. Crus I activity has been associated with biological motion perception, which is known to be altered in ASD ([@bb0505]). It is, therefore, plausible that the different relative volume of Crus I is indicative of underlying functional alterations. Additionally, a group-by-age effect was found for the relative volume of the right and left cerebellum, as well as for cerebellar lobules 1--2, and 3. These regions, with the exception of lobule 3, showed a quadratic effect with age, with either a peak (right cerebellum) or a drop (left cerebellum and lobules 1--2) in the ASD, but not in the Control group. Lobule 3 was the only cerebellar region following a linear trend indicating delayed growth of this lobule in ASD in childhood, followed by over-corrected growth in adolescence. Together these altered age-trends imply that these cerebellar differences are caused by an underlying difference in developmental regulation in the ASD population. Given the important functional role of the cerebellum in cognitive, emotional, motor, and social functions, atypicalities could certainly have an impact on the observed functional and behavioral deficits in ASD population ([@bb0025]).

A significant group-by-sex effect was found for the relative volume of cerebellar lobules 8b and 10, the total hippocampus, left hippocampus, and hippocampal subiculum. Compared with Control girls, girls with ASD had a significantly decreased relative volume of cerebellar lobules 8b and of the total as well as left hippocampus. Compared with boys with ASD, girls with ASD had a reduction in relative volume in hippocampal subiculum, but an increase in relative volume in cerebellar lobule 10. These results, in conjunction with the unique trends in total brain volume outlined above, stress the differences between males and females with ASD, and possible differences in developmental mechanisms affecting males and females with this disorder ([@bb0580; @bb0095]).

One of the study\'s main limitations is the small number of female participants with ASD. This, may also reflect the present issue with late diagnosis of ASD in females. Nonetheless, we carried out careful 2-to-1 matching of Control-to-ASD participants using a propensity matching technique which mimics randomization by creating samples that are comparable on age and sex covariates. The present report is one of the very few studies which assessed neurodevelopmental patterns in both males and females with ASD. It also provides much more rigorous matching than what is typically carried out in the literature, where simply mean age of the two groups do not differ significantly. Another limitation of the study is that it did not include participants with ASD who had a low IQ score.

In conclusion, to better understand ASD, it is imperative to carry out an extensive neuroanatomical investigation to best characterize its neuro-anatomical features. Our extensive cross-sectional study attempted to do that by analyzing the neurostructure of a large number of subjects in carefully-matched groups. The study revealed several cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar differences between the ASD- and Control-group participants. While mean cortical thickness and total surface area were not found to be significantly different, brain volume was different between the groups as a function of age-range. The only cortical regions that showed group differences were the left posterior cingulate gyrus and left orbitofrontal cortex. A closer look at localized cortical thickness changes using a vertex-based analysis revealed no significant group difference. This likely indicates that the effects within these regions were diffuse and spanned the entire region, as opposed to more focal effects that would have been detected by vertex-based analyses. The cortical thickness versus age trends in the regions with the extreme t-statistics value were best described by a quadratic fit. Only one other study has carried out a similar vertex-based analysis of cortical thickness in pediatric participants with ASD. The hippocampus, cerebellum, and several subfields and lobules were found to have a significant group, group-by-age, and group-by-sex differences between the ASD- and Control-group participants. Given these broad developmental features, one could speculate that an underlying cause of ASD is a prenatal insult. Such an early insult to the developing brain could theoretically trigger a multi-region response impacting multiple pathways, as that seen in this study. Future studies focusing on prenatal brain development of fetuses of high-risk pregnancies may allow us to better understand the circumstances that could produce this range of neuroanatomical features.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive imaging-based neuro-anatomical pediatric and adolescent ASD study to date. A future longitudinal study of the same anatomical measures will enable us to better characterize atypical structural development that occurs in participants with ASD from early childhood.

The following is the supplementary data related to this article.Table 2IQ and total ADOS (mean ± standard deviation) of male and female participants per group and age range.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2015.04.008](10.1016/j.nicl.2015.04.008){#ir0005}.
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![(A) Group-by-age, (b) separate group and sex, and (C) group by age-range effects on total brain volume. (D) White matter volume as a function of total brain volume and (E) showing a sex and a group-by-sex effect. (F) Total cortical surface area versus age. (G) Gray matter volume as a function of total brain volume and (H) showing a sex effect (group effect not shown). (I) Mean cortical thickness versus age-range. Note the parabolic trend of brain volume versus age in the ASD, the overall decrease in total brain volume in ASD group, and the decrease in white matter volume in the females with ASD.](gr1){#f0005}

![Group differences in lobe-based cortical thickness analysis: highlighted areas indicate atlas regions which are statistically different with an FDR = 10%. Group-by-age-range differences in cortical thickness for statistically-significant cortical regions: left posterior cingulate gyrus, and left orbitofrontal cortex. Note that the thicknesses of these regions substantially decrease from childhood to adolescence in the Control, but not in the ASD group.](gr2){#f0010}

![Group and sex effects on relative volume of hippocampal sub-structures. Note the decrease in relative volumes of most structures in the females with ASD compared with males with ASD and Control females (FDR = 10--15%), as well as the decrease in relative volume of the stratum radiatum in the ASD compared with Control group, independently of Sex (FDR = 1%).](gr3){#f0015}

![Group differences in relative volume of basal ganglia substructures. The thalamus and globus pallidus are decreased in relative volume in the ASD group (FDR = 5%). The thalamus also decreases in relative volume as a function of age.](gr4){#f0020}

![Group differences in relative volume of cerebellar subregions. Note the increase in relative volume of Crus I in the ASD group (FDR = 5%), the reduced relative volume of lobule 8b in females with ASD compared with Control females (FDR = 1%), and the increased relative volume of lobule 10 in females with ASD compared with males with ASD (FDR = 10%).](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Number of male and female participants per group and age range.

  Age Range (years)   Control males   Control females   ASD males   ASD females   IQ (mean ± stdv)
  ------------------- --------------- ----------------- ----------- ------------- ------------------
  4 - 11              46              12                34          6             107.3 ± 16.5
  12 - 18             70              10                27          5             107.8 ± 13.0
  Total               116             22                61          11            
